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About this guide
This guide provides an introduction to Vicon Polygon. It includes
information about the Polygon user interface and common tasks you may
want to perform with Polygon. At the end of each major section, a Practice
topic is included, enabling you to try out what you have learned.
For more information, access the Polygon online help that is installed with
Polygon by default. To do this:
• In Polygon, click the small question mark in the top-right corner of the
window, and then click Contents.

The Polygon help is best viewed with an up-to-date browser. Supported
browsers include the following browsers (these releases and later): Internet
Explorer 11, Google Chrome 36 (in conjunction with IE Tab), and Firefox
31.0.
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Get to know Polygon 4
The Polygon user interface and tool ribbons make it easy to review and edit
your data in 3D, as a graph or a table. Depending on the data type you use,
the correct pane automatically appears, enabling you to use point-and-click
interaction to change the appearance of the data at any point. Create a
hyperlink to save your layout, which can then be restored on screen at any
time.
As the industry standard for presenting kinematic, kinetic and other types
of graphs, Polygon offers versatile visualization tools and options that make
building a report easy to understand.
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Introducing the Polygon user interface
The key areas of the Polygon window are the Ribbon, Data Bar, Report
Workspace, Time Bar, and Attributes panel.

For more information, see:
• Polygon button, page 8
• Quick access bar, page 8
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Polygon button
The Polygon button
, located in the upper-left corner of the Polygon
window, provides access to the basic commands. The commands are:
• New: Create a new report.
• Open: Open a report.
• Save: Save the report.
• Save As: Save the report as a different name or in a different location.
• Export: Export the report in different formats.
• Close: Close the report.
• Search box: Enter the name of a report or Polygon menu item to search
for.
• Recent Documents: Lists reports that were recently opened. Click a
report name re-open a report.
• Options: Opens the Preferences dialog box, where you can change
system settings, set defaults for the 3D Workspace, Text, and Graph
panes, and select averaging settings.

Quick access bar
The small toolbar above the ribbon allows you to perform common tasks
with one or two clicks.

The tasks you can perform from the quick access bar are:
• Create new report or new template
• Open report
• Save report
• Export to PDF
• Export to Word
• Start a slide presentation
• Show/Hide toolbars
• Undo/Redo last action in the Text pane
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Create a Polygon report
You can create a new Polygon report as a blank report or as a report that is
based on a template.
You can create a new blank report in the following ways:
• Create a report from Data Management (Eclipse), page 10
• Create a report from within Polygon, page 10
• Create a report from a template, page 11
See also Practice creating reports, page 11.
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Create a report from Data Management
(Eclipse)
1. On the Home ribbon, click the Data Management button or press F2.
2. Navigate to the folder in which you want to create the report.
3. In Data Management, click the Create new Report button

.

4. Enter a name for the report.
5. Double-click the report and when asked if you want to base the report
on a template, click No.
A blank report is created.
6. In the Data Manager, double-click the trial you want to add to the report.
7. Import data into the report (for how to do this, see Import data into a
report, page 17).

Create a report from within Polygon
1. On the Home ribbon, click the down arrow on the New Report button.
Or
From the Quick Access Bar above the ribbon, click the down arrow on
the New button.
2. From the drop-down menu, select Blank.
3. In the New Report dialog box, browse to the location where you want to
save the report.
4. In the Report Name field, enter a name for the report. Then click OK.
5. If you are creating the report in a new directory, click Yes to the prompt,
Directory not found. Create?

A blank report is created.
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Create a report from a template
To create a report from a template, you need a Polygon template (.tpl file).
Standard reports are installed with Vicon Polygon.
For information on importing data into a template, see Work with Polygon
templates, page 58.
Use one of the above mentioned methods to create a blank report (when
using the New button select template from the drop-down menu).
When asked if you want to base the report on a template click Yes.
In the window that opens, browse to the location of the template you want
to use.

Practice creating reports
Start a report from scratch using either the Data Management window or
from within Polygon.
Familiarize yourself with the Polygon layout.
Save the Report.
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Enter and format report content
You enter and format content for your report and insert hyperlinks to your
data in the text pane. In addition to the main text pane, you can create new
additional text panes or pages for your report.
You can also create hyperlinks between text panes, enabling your users to
easily navigate between the main page and other report pages.
In the Report workspace, you can create a second text pane, which is
displayed alongside the first text pane. The second pane is read-only, but
hyperlinks are functional. You can create hyperlinks between different text
panes or to different sections of the same text pane. You can link to as
many different text panes as needed.
You can enter text and create hyperlinks in the following ways:
• Open a text pane, page 13
• Create a new text pane, page 13
• Insert a read-only text pane, page 13
• Create a hyperlink to a different text pane, page 14
• Create a hyperlink on the same text pane, page 15
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Open a text pane
1. In the Data Bar, click Text Files in the upper pane.
Text files are displayed in the lower pane as RTF files (eg, Report.rtf).
2. Do one of the following:
• Double-click the text file in the lower pane.
Or
• Right-click the text file in the lower pane and from the menu, select
Insert RTF File.
The text pane opens in the Report workspace and replaces any text
pane that was previously open.

Create a new text pane
1. On the Report ribbon, click New Text Pane.
A new text pane opens and is displayed in the Data Object pane (lower
pane) of the Data Bar.
2. Open the panes as needed.

Insert a read-only text pane
1. In the upper panel of the Data Bar, click Text Files.
Text files are displayed in the lower panel of the Data bar.
2. Right-click the Text file that you want to insert as read only.
3. From the context (right-click) menu, select Insert Read-Only.
The pane is inserted next to the original pane in the Report Workspace.
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Create a hyperlink to a different text pane
1. Open the text pane you want to link to.
If needed, create a new text pane.
2. On the Report ribbon, click Text Link.
The button remains active.
3. Open the first (main) text pane.
4. Enter and highlight the text you want as the hyperlink (eg, Go to Page 2)
or highlight existing text.
5. On the Report ribbon, click Text Link again.
6. Choose the text for the link.
The link is inserted.
7. Test the link to make sure it works properly.
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Create a hyperlink on the same text pane
Open the text pane for which you want to insert hyperlinks, then,
depending on whether you want to use existing text to create hyperlinks, or
to insert new text as hyperlinks, do one of the following:
To create hyperlinks from existing text:
1. In the location you want to link to (for example, at the top of the page),
highlight the text you want to link to.
2. On the Report ribbon, click Text Link.
The button changes color to indicate that it is active and you are
prompted to confirm that you want to use the text as the position of the
text to link to.
3. Click Yes.
The button remains active.
4. Go to the location where you want to add a hyperlink (eg, the bottom of
the page) and highlight the text that you want to be the hyperlink (eg
Back To Top).

5. On the Report ribbon, click Text Link again.
The text changes into a hyperlink.
6. Test the link to make sure it works as intended.
Or
To create new hyperlinks:
1. Click in the location you want to link to (for example, the top of the
page), and click Text Link.
The Text Link button changes color to indicate that it is active.
2. In the same location, enter the text that you want to link to.
3. With button still active, go to the location where you want to add a
hyperlink (eg, the bottom of the page).
4. Click Text Link again.
5. When prompted, enter the required text (eg Back To Top).
The hyperlink is inserted.
6. Test the link to make sure it works as intended.
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Practice formatting reports
1. Format the main page of your report to include your organization's name
and address. Use the text formatting features of Polygon to create a
title that stands out.
2. Create two additional text panes.
3. Simultaneously display two text panes.

 Tip
One text pane must be read-only.

4. Save the report.
5. Use Microsoft Word to create a unique .rtf file. (For information on the
import functions, see Import data into a report, page 17).
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Import data into a report
The Data Bar is empty until you import trial capture data (C3D files) that
were processed in Vicon Nexus/Workstation. You can import data from
either Data Management (Eclipse) or the Home ribbon.
You can import a variety of files into Polygon reports, including web pages,
videos, and more. Most files become panes within Polygon for which you
can create hyperlinks.
You can import these file formats:
• Vicon (C3D) Polygon External Data (PXD)
• VCM Report (GCD)
• 3D Mesh (OBJ)
• Marker Set (MKR)
• Adobe Acrobat (PDF)
• Video (MPG, AVI)
• PowerPoint (PPT, PPTX)
• Web page
• HTM
For more information, see:
• Import data from Data Management (Eclipse), page 18
• Import data from the Home ribbon, page 18
• Practice importing data, page 19
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Import data from Data Management (Eclipse)
1. Open the report for which you want to import data or create a new
report (see Create a Polygon report, page 9).
2. On the Home ribbon, click the Data Management button or press F2.
3. With Data Management still open, double-click on the trial name you
want to add to the report.
The trial is displayed in the Data Bar
4. When you are finished, close Data Management.

Import data from the Home ribbon
From the Home ribbon, you can import data in the following ways:
• Import file, page 18
• Import video, page 18
• Import web page, page 19

Import file
1. Open the report for which you want to import data or create a new
report (see Create a Polygon report, page 9).
2. On the Home ribbon, click Import File.
3. In the Import File dialog box, browse to the location of the c3d file that
you want to import.
4. Double-click the c3d file (in the drop-down you can choose to filter the
file types if required).
The trial is displayed in the Data Bar.

Import video
1. Open the report for which you want to import data or create a new
report (see Create a Polygon report, page 9).
2. On the Home ribbon, click Import Video.
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3. In the Import File dialog box, browse to the location of the .avi or .mpg
file you want to import.
4. Double-click the file.
The video is displayed in the Data Bar.

Import web page
1. On the ribbon, click the Home button.
2. Click the Import Web Page button.
3. In the window, enter the web page URL.
4. Click OK.
The web page opens in an HTML window in the Report Workspace.
To display web pages:
1. In the upper panel of the Data Bar, click Multimedia Files.
2. In the lower panel of the Data Bar, double-click the web page.

Practice importing data
1. Import data into your report from Data Management.
2. Import data using the Home Ribbon in the following ways:
a. Import File
b. Import Video
c. Import Web page
d. Import any other Multimedia Files as needed.
3. Save the report.
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Work with hyperlinks in Polygon reports
Creating hyperlinks in your Polygon report enables you to display trial data
in a specific configuration with a click of a button. When data is open in
the Report Workspace, you can insert a hyperlink to the data in the Text
pane. You can create links to Graph, 3D Workspace, Movie, and/or
Multimedia panes in Polygon. Clicking the link remembers all
characteristics of the panes when the hyperlink was created.
For 3D Workspace panes, the hyperlink also remembers whether a trial is
playing or not in 3D Workspace panes.
You can create two types of hyperlinks, a local hyperlink and a global
hyperlink:
• Create a local hyperlink, page 21
• Create a global hyperlink, page 22
See also Edit a hyperlink, page 23.
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Create a local hyperlink
You use a local hyperlink to link to a single view in your report (Graph, 3D
Workspace, Movie, or Multimedia pane). Clicking the link remembers all
characteristics of the selected pane when the hyperlink was created. For
3D Workspace panes, the hyperlink also remembers whether a trial is
playing or not in 3D Workspace panes.
To create a local hyperlink:
1. In the Report Workspace, open a pane and ensure that its
characteristics are set as desired.
2. Ensure that the focus is on the pane you want to link to.
3. To create the link, use one of the following methods:
• In the Graph, 3D Workspace, Movie, or Multimedia pane, right-click and
select Create Hyperlink.
Or
• On the ribbon, click the Local Link button. This button is accessible
from the Report, Graph, 3D Workspace, Movie, and Multimedia tabs.
For 3D Workspace links:
To remember the camera perspective only (not data), from the Local
Link submenu, select Camera Viewpoint Link.
4. In the New Hyperlink dialog box, enter text for the link. This is the
hyperlink text that will be displayed in the Text pane.
5. Click OK.
The link is added to the Text pane as blue and underlined text.
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Create a global hyperlink
Use a global hyperlink to link to a configuration of views of the same or
different types (eg, one Graph pane and one 3D Workspace pane). The
relative sizes and positions of the views are preserved, as are the specific
trial data of each pane. The data, camera perspective (zooming, rotation),
and mesh (for 3D Workspace) are also saved. For 3D Workspace views, the
hyperlink remembers whether a trial is playing or not.
When a global link is clicked, any existing views are closed and the pane
configuration associated with the link is displayed. If the available size has
changed (for example, because the screen resolution has changed or the
Data Bar has been resized), the link displays the sizes of the views so that
they are proportionally the same as they were when the link was created.
To create a global hyperlink:
1. Open the Graph, 3D Workspace, Movie, and/or Multimedia panes that
you want to link to and ensure that their sizes and positions are set as
desired.
2. In the Text pane, do one of the following:
• Highlight the text that you want to be the active link.
Or
• Insert the cursor in the desired location. The cursor must be outside of
an existing hyperlink in order to create a new link.
3. From the Ribbon, click Global Link. This button is accessible from the
Report, Graph, 3D Workspace, Movie, and Multimedia tabs.
4. In the New Hyperlink dialog box, type the name of the link. This is the
hyperlink text that will be displayed in the report.
5. Click OK.
The link is added to the Text pane as blue and underlined text.
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Edit a hyperlink
Because data, camera perspective, and meshes are saved with hyperlinks, if
any of these variables change, you'll need to replace the hyperlink. The
following information also covers standard editing of the hyperlink and
other right-click options.
• Replace a hyperlink, page 23
• Delete a hyperlink, page 23
• Copy and paste a hyperlink, page 23
• Display hyperlink properties, page 24
• Display a dynamic link as a static link, page 24
• Set 3D Workspace link options, page 24
• Set export options, page 24

Replace a hyperlink
After changes to a view have been made, right-click the hyperlink in the
Text pane and select Replace Link. The link is updated with the new data.

Delete a hyperlink
In the Text pane, right-click the hyperlink and select Delete.
The text and the link are removed.

Copy and paste a hyperlink
1. In the Text pane, right-click the hyperlink and select Copy.
2. Place the cursor where you want it in the report (or open a new report
without closing Polygon).
3. Right-click and select Paste.
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Display hyperlink properties
1. In the Text pane, right-click the hyperlink and select Properties.
A small box opens displaying information.
2. To close the properties dialog box, click away from the box.

Display a dynamic link as a static link
In the Text pane, right-click the hyperlink and select Link Sets Time.

Set 3D Workspace link options
To save a static link at the current frame:
In the Text pane, right-click the link and select Link Sets Time.
If cleared, the first frame of data or the first event will be used.
To save whether the link is playing:
In the Text pane, right-click the link and select Link Sets Time.
If cleared, the link will be static.

Set export options
For information, see Export from Polygon, page 51.
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Display data in Graph format
Graph View displays the values of one or more selected items (such as the
x, y, and z components of a marker trajectory) against each other or against
time, or analog data from any supported force plates or EMG devices.
The type of data you want to view in graph format determines the process
that is used to display the data. To display data as a graph, you can either
double-click or right-click. When the graph is displayed, you can either view
the data in tab view or thumbnails view as Time or Normalized data.

 Note
To observe graphical data, you need a processed (modeled) trial
that includes model outputs.
For more information, see:
• Display data with the double-click option, page 26
• Display data with the right-click option, page 26
• Switch between graph views, page 27
• Use the Key Stats pane, page 27
• Work with traces, page 29
• Work with Data Tags, page 30
• Use Group Edit to format traces, page 31
• Practice displaying data as a graph, page 32
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Display data with the double-click option
1. To display the complete data set, expand the Data tree.
2. If you want to view kinematic and kinetic data, expand the subject
name, then Kinematic Data or Kinetic Data.
3. Double-click the variable that you want to view.
By default this is displayed as a tab view.

 Note
The double-click option can only be applied to Kinetic Data,
Kinematic Data and Analog Data.

Display data with the right-click option
1. To display the complete data set, expand the Data tree.
2. If you want to view kinematic and kinetic data, expand the subject
name, then Kinematic Data or Kinetic Data.
3. Right-click on the variable you want to view and select the required
option:
• Analog Data: Graph All Variables or Enveloped Graph
• Force Plates: Components
• Trajectories: Components or Filtered
• Kinetic Data: Graph All Variables or Components
• Kinematic Data: Graph All Variables, Components or Filtered
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Switch between graph views
The default Graph view is the tab view.
In tab view, each graph is displayed on a separate tab.
To switch between the graphs, select the tab at the top of each graph.
The thumbnails view provides an overview of all open graphs in one Graph
Pane.
To switch between single view and thumbnails view:
Do one of the following:
• Double-click the current graph.
Or
• Click the Thumbnails toggle button on the Graph ribbon.

Use the Key Stats pane
The Key Stats pane, located at the bottom of the Graph pane when a single
graph is displayed, enables you to view automatically generated statistical
data related to all traces present in the Graph Pane.
The Key Stats Table is also interactive and enables you to insert values
found there into the Text pane and add Data Tags to the Graph pane.
To work with the Key Stats pane:
• To display the Key Stats pane, with a single graph displayed in the Graph
pane, click the down arrow in the lower-left corner of the Graph pane.
• Click the arrow again to hide the pane.
• Minimize data by clicking the plus sign next to each line.
To Insert data in the Key Stats pane:
Use the right-click menu to do the following:
• Insert Text: Adds the selected field to the Text pane as text.
• Insert Table: Adds multiple selected fields to the Text pane as a table.
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• Insert Difference: Adds the difference between two selected fields to the
Text pane.
• Insert Average: Adds the average of the selected fields to the Text pane.
• Value Tag: Adds a Data Tag for the value of the selected field to the
Graph pane.
• Time Tag: Adds a Data Tag for the time of the selected field to the Graph
pane.
• Value Difference Tag: Adds a Data Tag for the difference between two
selected fields to the Graph pane.
• Time Difference Tag: Adds the time for the difference between two
selected fields to the Graph pane.

 To multi-select fields:
• Left Click while holding down the CTRL key
Or
• Click and drag to adjacent cells
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Work with traces
Traces represent data and are scaled to the current rulers (unless you have
overlaid graphs).
The color of the traces by default matches the color of the relevant context
(ie, if the "left" context has the color red, any trace that is normalized using
the left context will have default color red when it's being plotted). For
example, if the trace has no context because it is averaged data, Polygon
assigns a color from a list of colors.
To select a Trace:
• Place the cursor on a trace and click.
The trace appears thicker when selected.
To de-select one or more traces:
• Click again on the selected trace(s).
Or
• Select another trace.
To select multiple traces:
• Hold down the CTRL key while clicking each trace.
Or
• Hold down the ALT key and click and drag to sweep select multiple
traces.
To change the attributes of a Trace:
• Double-click the trace or press F9.
The Attributes window opens.
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Work with Data Tags
Use Data Tags to highlight or draw attention to important areas, traits, or
characteristics of traces in the Graph pane.
You can change attributes and enter customized information for a point or
points on a trace, including text, size, and location.
The Data Tag tools give you the flexibility to create Data Tags for specific
graph requirements:
• Frame: Annotate a single frame on a trace.
• Value Range: Annotate the vertical (value) difference between two
points on one trace or across two traces.
• Time Range: Annotate the horizontal (time) difference between two
points on one trace or across two traces.
• Slope: Annotate the slope of a curve at a selected frame.

 Note
Data tags are only displayed in the Single (Tab) graph pane – they
are not displayed in Thumbnails layout.
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Use Group Edit to format traces
Group Edit enables you to change the color and line style of specific traces.
• Advanced Group Edit: Opens the Trace Appearance dialog box, where
you can change the color and pen style of the traces, specify the traces
to change and apply the changes to all those specified. To change the
color and/or line style, select the appropriate check box and enter the
relevant value:
• Folder name: Enter a folder name as displayed in the Data Bar (for
example, Walking1.c3d)
• Description: Enter a description as displayed in parentheses in the
Data Bar (for example, File 1)
• Context: Enter Left or Right
If more than one filter is selected, only traces from trials that match all
the selected filters are changed.
• Folder name (Left): Enables you to apply the specified changes to color
and/or line style to the folder_name (Left) traces.
• Folder name (Right): Enables you to apply the specified changes to color
and/or line style to the folder_name (Right) traces.
For both of the above options, you can select any color, or specify a
normalization scheme for coloring. You can also specify a line style for
both coloring schemes. This type of group edit changes the color and
line style of any graph trace visualized from this trial, with this context
(not just those currently visible – other hyperlinks and graph panes are
also affected), as long as the trace has its Context Appearance property
set to True (the default).
• Left traces: Enables you to apply the specified changes to color and/or
line style to the left traces.
• Right traces: Enables you to apply the specified changes to color and/or
line style to the right traces.
For both of the above options, you can select any color, or specify a
normalization scheme for coloring. You can also specify a line style for
both coloring schemes. This type of group edit changes the color and
line style of any graph trace visualized from this trial, with this context
(not just those currently visible – other hyperlinks and graph panes are
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also affected), as long as the trace has its Context Appearance property
set to True (the default).

Practice displaying data as a graph
Part 1
1. Display a graph using both options available:
a. Double-click
b. Right-click
2. Create a local hyperlink to the graph display.
3. Change the size of the graph pane and create a global hyperlink.
4. Repeat Steps 1–3 until you are happy with the number of graphs you
want to display.
5. Create a text link to another text pane (see Enter and format report
content, page 12).
6. Create a link to a read-only pane.
7. Use the hyperlink maintenance commands to customize the links (see
Work with hyperlinks in Polygon reports, page 20).
8. Create a second report.
9. Create a hyperlink from your first report to the second report.
10. Save the reports.
Part 2
1. Open seven graphs, using the default and individual rotation options.
a. Convert to Thumbnails view.
b. Create global and/or local links.
2. Change the layout of the thumbnails. Create a link.
3. In Tab view, add data tags. Create a link.
4. Use the Attributes Window to customize your graph.
5. Display the Stats Pane and add tags from the pane to the graph. Create
a link.
6. Display the Stats Pane and add the table to the text pane.
7. Save your report.
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Part 3
1. In the text pane, create a section called Individual Temporal Parameters.
Display several individual temporal parameters.
2. Now create a section called Tabled Temporal Parameters. Highlight the
temporal parameters, either in sequence or individually, and use the
context (right-click) menu to insert a table.
3. Use a graph in Thumbnails view to display the temporal parameters.
Part 4
1. Go to the Properties menu for the temporal parameters. Change at least
one unit.
2. Use the Re-generate command to make changes to your parameters.
3. Adjust the position of some of the gait events in a context. Do the
temporal parameters update?
4. Now, denominate the manipulated cycle. Do the temporal parameters
update?
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Use data averaging
Use Polygon's averaging feature to compare data in multiple trials or within
the same trial. By default, the Avg + 1StDev and Avg -1 StDev trace is
displayed in the Graph pane as a thick gray line.
The data are averaged using the first nominated normalizing range in or the
average of all the nominated ranges for the contexts of each of the data
files that are selected for averaging. If there is no context associated with a
file, the data series are assumed to be pre-normalized and the whole series
is used in the averaging.
Polygon averages only the data that can be found in all the input files. For
example, if you have selected four different data files for averaging and
only three of these contain angles, the result will not contain any angles. It
is recommended that you check the data files for consistency before
averaging.
When an average has been created, an average node is added to the Data
Bar.
For further details, see:
• Create an average for all trials, page 35
• Add a trial to averaged data, page 36
• Remove a trial from averaged data, page 36
• Add a data type to averaged data, page 37
• Average within a trial, page 37
• Practice data averaging, page 38
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Create an average for all trials
 Note
If analog EMG data is averaged, the enveloped EMG is averaged, not
the raw data.
EMG data may not be associated with the correct context if the
names of the data objects (as seen in the Data Bar) don't start with
the correct letters (L and R in the case of Left and Right contexts).
In this case, the data objects are associated with the default
context and you may have to manually assign the different
contexts to the different data objects prior to averaging.
1. Click the Data ribbon and then click the All Trial Average button.
The Average Data dialog box opens.
The left list box shows the files that are available for averaging, and the
right list box shows the files that have been selected in the current
average node.
2. Do one of the following:
• To select an existing Average node, click the arrow in the Select
Average Node box.
Or
• To create a new Average node, click Create and enter the name you
want to use in the Enter Average Node Name box.
3. Under Available for Averaging, select the trial(s) you want to average
and click the right arrow button. To remove trials from the right box,
click the left arrow button.
4. Select the required options:
• Under Preferences, select whether or not to include the following
types of data series: angles, moments, powers, forces, scalars, analog
data, and temporal data.
• To average right and left data together, select the Average Data
Across Contexts box.
• To base the averages on the nominated cycles, select Use Average of
Nominated Cycles.
If you select this option, the result is based on more cycles (unless
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only one gait cycle is nominated in each trial). In other words, the
same type of variable associated with different contexts will be
combined. For example, two data objects named LHipAngle and
RHipAngle are combined to HipAngle in the Average node. If averaging
across contexts is not selected, the two variables are kept separate.
• To select a number of sample points to use when performing
resampling, enter a number in the box next to Number of Sample
Points.
For example, if you choose 51 (the default), each gait cycle is
resampled using intervals of 2%. In general, these data points do not
coincide with the sample points from the data files, so Polygon will
linearly interpolate between the sample points of the data files to
obtain the points to use for the averaged file.
5. Click OK.
A new Average node with a blue folder icon is created in the upper panel
of the Data tab.

Add a trial to averaged data
1. In the upper panel of the Data Bar, right-click the trial you want to add
to the averaged data.
2. Select Add <TrialName> Variables to Graphs.
The trial data is added to the averaged data in the Graph pane and
under the Average node in the lower pane.

Remove a trial from averaged data
1. Click the Data ribbon and then click the All Trial Average button.
The Average Data dialog box is displayed.
2. In the Currently Selected In Average list box, select the trial to remove
and click the left arrow button.
3. Click OK.
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Add a data type to averaged data
1. In the upper panel of the Data Bar, open the node with the data you
want to add (e.g., Kinematic Data).
2. Right-click the data type and select Components.
3. Select one of the following:
• 1, 2, 3: Shows a single axis. You can change how this option is
displayed in the Variable Ranges dialog box (found on the Graph
ribbon)
• All: Shows all components.
• Separate: Shows each axis on a separate tab.

Average within a trial
1. In the upper panel of the Data Bar, right-click the trial you want to
average.
2. Select Average Within Trial.
3. In the Average Within Trial dialog box, select the options you want and
click OK.
A new Average node is created within the trial node with a blue folder.
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Practice data averaging
Part 1
1. Import several files into your report. Use the Data tab to select
averaging options and create an average node.
2. Create several graphs with hyperlinks to the average node data.
3. Modify the graph display to show standard deviation and trace together.
4. Import several trials and create several average nodes.
5. Save the report.
Part 2
1. Highlight each average node and save each average node as a
separate .pxd file.
2. Close the report and create a new report. Import .pxd files.
3. Use the imported .pxd data to create an Average node.
4. Save your new Average node as a .pxd file.
5. Save the report.
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Display data in Workspace view
You visualize reconstructed motion capture data in the 3D Workspace,
including:
• Trajectories/Markers
• Force plates
• Segments
• 3D meshes
• Sticks
• Virtual points
• 3D Workspace tags
The focal point representation and floor help you orient yourself and
manipulate perspectives by panning, tilting, orbiting, zooming, and more.
This "camera view" enables you to move about in the 3D Workspace and see
the object from many different angles.
For more information, see:
• Work with meshes, page 40
• Adjust a mesh, page 41
• Add 3D Workspace tags, page 41
• Practice displaying data in the 3D Workspace, page 42
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Work with meshes
A mesh is a 3D image that is "wrapped" over subject segments to provide a
more realistic visualization of the subject. You don't have to use a mesh,
but it can provide an interesting and/or more realistic of the subject or
segments.

Apply a mesh to an entire subject
1. Open the trial in the 3D Workspace.
2. If the Attributes window is not already displayed, press F9 to display it.
3. Click any segment to see the Display Set group in the Attributes
window.
4. In the Display Set group, click the arrow next to Segment Style and from
the drop-down menu, select Mesh. (If you select Box, Diamond, or
Truncated Cone, no mesh file can be used.)
5. In the Display Set group, next to Mesh File, click the arrow and select a
mesh file from the drop-down menu.
The mesh is applied to the subject.

Apply a mesh to a single segment
1. Open the trial in the 3D Workspace.
2. If the Attributes window is not already displayed, press F9 to display it.
3. Click the segment you want to change to select it and view the Segment
group in the Attributes window.

 Tip
To select multiple segments, hold down the left mouse button
while clicking each segment.

4. In the Segment group, click the arrow next to Segment Style and from
the drop-down menu, select Mesh.
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5. Click the arrow next to Mesh Segment and select a segment from the
drop-down menu.
The mesh is applied to the segment(s).

Adjust a mesh
The Mesh Adjust tools allow you to edit and adjust Polygon subject mesh
files to make them fit your subject in a more visually realistic manner.
Changes to a mesh can be saved in an individual report as a hyperlink or as
a new mesh file that can be used with any reports.
When you adjust meshes, the Red, Green, and Blue handles translate/scale/
rotate along the X, Y and Z component of the mesh.
When you use Scale mode, the Pink handle scales all three components at
once.
Polygon provides three Mesh Adjust tools:
• Position: Enables you to move the position of the segment mesh relative
to the subject's markers/segment.
• Scale: Enables you to override Polygon's automatic scaling rules to make
the segment look more visually realistic. Change the relative size of the
segment mesh to the segment markers.
• Rotate: Enables you to align the orientation of a mesh's segment to the
segment markers.

Add 3D Workspace tags
You can attach a 3D tag to any 3D entity within the workspace.
To add a 3D tag to a 3D entity in the workspace:
1. In the 3D Workspace, select the entity to be tagged (segment, trajectory,
force plate, etc).
2. On the 3D ribbon, click the required tag button (Arrow Tag, Crosshair
Tag, or Outline Tag).
3. In the Attributes bar, edit the Title and/or the Display text and any other
attributes of the tag as required.
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Practice displaying data in the 3D Workspace
Part 1
1. Open a 3D workspace pane using the Bones options under Display Sets
or the Skeleton. Create a link.
2. Use the left and right mouse buttons to rotate and translate the space.
3. Add a skeletal mesh to the figure. Create a link.
4. Change the color of the entire display set. Create a link.
5. Change the color of a single segment. Create a link.
6. Customize the mesh. Create a link.
7. Attach a camera. Create a link.
8. Track a segment. Create a link
9. Trace a segment. Create a link.
10. Show a trajectory. Create a link.
11. Save your report.
Part 2
1. Display just the force plate with force vectors and butterflies. Create a
link.
2. Create a global link that will display the data actively looping.
3. Use replay loops to display only one cycle of data. Create a link.
4. Set the Workspace View title. Create a link.
Part 3
1. Open a report that has at least two trials of processed data. If you do not
have a suitable report, create a report with at least two trials.
2. Open a Workspace pane with the modeled segments from one of the
trials. Add a skeletal mesh and change the color of the skeleton. Select
two segments and plot the angle between them.
3. Bring a second figure into the space. Apply a skeletal mesh and change
the color.
4. Adjust the position of the two subjects so that they are walking in the
same direction.
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5. Using the information features of Polygon, verify that you have one
context from each subject displayed in the time bar. Ensure these
contexts are the same, ie, two lefts or two rights.

 Tip
You can select the context by changing the Display Set context.

6. Select one time bar and right-click on the other. Select synchronize n to

n (i.e. left to left or right to right). Here you can also synchronize by
selecting a segment from one trial and a segment on the second trial
while holding down the Ctrl button and then using the context (rightclick) menu and choosing Synchronize. Are the images synchronized?
7. If necessary, re-position the figures.
Part 4
1. Add a new context called Swing.
2. Add new events to Swing so that the cycles go from Foot Off to Foot
Off. Mark one foot contact during this new cycle.
3. Change the normalization so that the cycle is normalized from Foot Off
to Foot Off.
4. Change the time bar scale.
5. Change the seconds to frames.
6. Add Toggle Replay loops. Create a link.
Part 5
1. Under Normalization Info, create a new scheme called Swing.
2. Alter the events to this scheme so that the cycles go from Foot Off to
Foot Contact. Make the Next Cycle Stance. Change the context colors.
3. Add a second scheme called Stance and alter the events so that the
cycles go from Foot Contact to Foot Off and make the next cycle Swing.
Change the context colors.
4. Close the dialog box.
5. Normalize the events in the time bar for the left to Swing.
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6. Make sure that the time bar colors have changed and that the events
are now marked Stance and Swing.
7. Change the color of the skeleton to Context Color and make sure that
the skeleton changes color accordingly through the gait cycle.
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Display video data
Polygon enables you to play movie files that are either imported as part of
trial data or imported separately as multimedia files. You can also create a
video-3D overlay view that combines the video view of a calibrated video
source with your 3D Workspace.
• Movie view, page 46
• Video 3D overlay view, page 46
• Practice displaying video data, page 47
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Movie view
The Movie pane enables you to play .AVI and .MPG movie files within
Polygon reports.
Movies that are imported as part of trial data open in the Movie pane.
These movie files are added to the upper panel of the Data Bar in a Movies
node inside the trial node.
To view the files, select the Movies node.
Movie files are listed in the lower panel of the Data Bar.
Movies that are imported separately are imported as multimedia files.
Movies are primarily controlled from the Time Bar. From here you can start,
stop, pause, change the speed and move the current position of the movie.

Video 3D overlay view
Polygon has that ability to create a Video-3D overlay view, which combines
the video view from a calibrated video source with your 3D workspace.

 Note
This action is only possible if the video that is imported as part of
your trial data was calibrated during data collection in Vicon
Nexus.

Create an overlay
1. Import a trial (C3D) that contains a calibrated video source.
2. In the Data Bar, click on the Display Set node.
3. In the lower menu double-click Bones.
A 3D Workspace pane that contains your subject is displayed.
4. In the Data Bar, click the Movies node.
All available video sources for the current trial are displayed in the Data
Bar lower panel.
5. Right-click the Video file and select Show Object.
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To enter Overlay mode:
1. In the Workspace, locate the camera object.
2. To enter 3D Overlay mode, double-click the camera.
To exit Overlay mode, press the ESC key.

Practice displaying video data
Part 1
1. Open a .mpg or .avi window. Create a link.
2. Open a non-synchronized .mpg or .avi. Create a link.
3. Open a .jpg, create a link
4. Open a .gif. Create a link.
5. Open an HTML document or link to a web page on the internet. Create a
link
6. Save your report.
Part 2
1. Import a PowerPoint presentation (PPT or PPTX file). Create a link.
2. Import a Word document. Create a link.
3. Import an Excel spreadsheet. Create a link.
Part 3
1. Display video in the 3D Workspace.
2. Display the Bones in the 3D Workspace. Create a link.
3. Save the report.
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Create a presentation
In Polygon, you can create, edit and display a presentation.
You can create slides (not hyperlinks), which are displayed on the Slides tab
of the Data Bar.
• Create a slide, page 49
• Edit a presentation, page 49
• Display a presentation, page 50
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Create a slide
1. Set up your display (this can be a graph, text pane, 3D Workspace, etc).
2. On the Ribbon Bar, click the Create Slide button.

3. In the pop-up, enter a name for your slide.
The slides are displayed on the Slides tab of the Data Bar.

Edit a presentation
1. To edit the order of slides, delete slides or jump to a slide, on the
Presentation ribbon, click Organize Slides.

In the Edit Presentation dialog box, select the slide and then click the
required button below (Delete, Move, etc).
To move a slide, select the slide you want to move and click Move, then
select another slide and click Insert.
The first slide moves to the position before the slide that you selected
last.
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Display a presentation
1. When you have finished creating the slides, to start the presentation, on
the Presentation ribbon, click Start.
2. To clear the view and display the slides in full-screen mode, press F5.
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Export from Polygon
Sharing and using data outside of Polygon is made simple by exporting your
data in the following ways:
• Polygon report files Export in uncompressed or compressed format to
share with others, using the Polygon viewer (exported by default with all
reports).
• Web (HTML, MHT) Export data as a web page to play movie links and
accessibility.
• PDF Export as an Adobe Acrobat PDF file for easy distribution and
printing.
• Word Export as a Microsoft Word document to make edits to your report
or share.
• Excel Export as a Microsoft Excel file to make further calculations to
your data.
• AVI Export a 3D Workspace pane as an AVI file.
For more information, see:
• Export a Polygon report, page 52
• Export web, page 53
• Export PDF, page 54
• Export Word, page 55
• Export data, page 56
• Export Excel, page 56
• Export AVI, page 57
• Practice exporting from Polygon, page 57
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Export a Polygon report
After you've created a report, you can export it to your hard disk in two
ways, depending on your needs:
• Uncompressed files: Useful for copying report data onto a DVD or
network drive.
• Compressed as a single file: Useful for emailing data.
For more information, see:
• Export an uncompressed report, page 52
• Export a compressed report, page 53

Export an uncompressed report
1. On the Home ribbon, click the Export button.
2. (Optional) To prevent edits to the report after being exported, select
Protect Exported Report from the drop-down menu.
3. (Optional) To name the report automatically based on any database field
found, select Automatic Eclipse Name from the drop-down menu.
4. In the Select field from dialog box, expand and select the appropriate
database node and click OK.
5. In the dialog box, browse to the folder where you want to export the
data.
If the folder is not found, click OK to create a new one.
6. When the dialog box that indicates that the export was successful is
displayed, click OK.
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Export a compressed report
1. On the Home ribbon, click Export Report to display the submenu, and
then select Compressed.
2. (Optional) To name the report automatically based on any database field
found, select Automatic Eclipse Name from the drop-down menu.
In the Select field from dialog box, expand and select the appropriate
node and click OK.
3. In the dialog box, browse to the folder where you want to export the
data.
If the folder is not found, click OK to create a new one.
4. If a compression tool is not found, a dialog box prompts you to browse
for the .EXE file.
The default compression tool is set in Preferences.
5. When the dialog box that indicates that the export was successful is
displayed, click OK.

Export web
Exporting a report to the web provides high accessibility for users. The
report can be exported as HTML or MHT files.
Export a report to the web:
1. Review the export options for each hyperlink in the report.
2. On the Home ribbon, click the down the arrow on the Export to Web
button.
3. From the drop-down menu, select .html or .mht.
The Export Report to Web dialog box is displayed.
4. Set the options as needed.
5. Under Export To, select a location to save the files.
The default location is the same directory as the report.
6. Select or clear Open file when done. check
7. If you want to use a Word template, under Template Options, select Use
Word Template.
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To browse to the location of the Word template, click the ellipsis (...).
Then select Text Output Location Keyword.
8. If you are not using a template, under Formatting Options optionally
select where page numbers should appear on each page and enter
header and footer text.
9. Click Export.

Export PDF
Exporting a report to Adobe Acrobat PDF enables you to print the report if
needed and/or distribute the file using a free, highly accessible format. The
entire Polygon report is transferred to a printable PDF file.
Export a report to PDF:
1. Click the Home Ribbon and click the Export PDF button.
Or
Click the Export PDF button on the Quick Access Bar.
The Export Report to PDF dialog box opens.
2. Set the options as needed.
3. Under Export To, select a location to save the PDF file.
The default location is the same directory as the report.
4. Select or clear Open file when done.
5. Under Template Options, if you want to use a Word template, select Use
Word Template.
Using this option disables the ability to select formatting options.
6. Browse to the location of the Word template.
7. If you would like the report to be inserted in a specific place within the
Word template, enter the Text Output Location Keyword.
This is text that appears in the template and which may be used to
indicate where the report should be inserted (such as Report starts
here.).
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8. If you have not selected a template, choose options under Formatting
Options.
Select where page numbers should appear and enter header and footer
text if desired.
9. Click Export.

Export Word
Exporting a report to Word enables you to make edits to the report, print, or
share. The entire active pane is copied to into the Word document.
Export a report to Word:
1. Review the export options for each hyperlink in the report.
2. Click the Home ribbon.
Or
Click the Export Word button on the Quick Access Bar.
3. Click the Export Word button and select from the drop-down menu,
depending on what type of file you want to create: .doc, .docx, or xml.
The Export Report to Word dialog box opens.
Set export options:
1. Under Export To, select a location to save the Word file.
The default location is the same directory as the report.
2. Select or clear Open file when done.
3. Under Template Options, if you want to use a Word template, select Use
Word Template.
Using this option disables the ability to select formatting options.
4. Browse to the location of the Word template.
5. If you would like the report to be inserted in a specific place within the
Word template, enter the Text Output Location Keyword.
This is text that appears in the template and which may be used to
indicate where the report should be inserted (such as Report starts
here.).

6. If you have not selected a template, choose options under Formatting
Options.
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Select where page numbers should appear and enter header and footer
text if desired.
7. Click Export.

Export data
You can export subject variables for inclusion in average or normal
databases. This data is saved separately from the report as a Polygon
external data file (.PXD).
Export external data:
1. In the upper panel of the Data Bar, highlight the trial name.
2. On the Data ribbon, click the click the Export Data button.
The Save As dialog box is displayed.
3. Browse to the location where you want to save the .PXD file and click
OK.
4. As needed, import the data file back into Polygon to add data.

Export Excel
You can manipulate Polygon report data in Excel by exporting the report to
a report to Excel. Data from Polygon will be arranged into tabs and columns
for easy access.
Export a report to Excel:
1. If you will be exporting a single trial, highlight the trial in the upper
panel of the Data Bar.
2. On the Data tab, click Export to Excel.
3. From the drop-down menu, click one of the following:
• Selected: Click to export the trial selected in the Data Bar.
• Choose Trials: Click to display the Select Trials to Export dialog box.
Click the check box (es) to select the desired trials to export. Then
click the button to select a location for the Excel file. Browse to the
location and type a New Folder Name if needed. Click OK. If creating a
new folder, click Yes when prompted. Click OK in the last dialog box.
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A new Excel spreadsheet opens with the data you exported.
The pre-installed PolygonGaitReport macro file runs automatically when
data is exported to Excel.

Export AVI
You can export a 3D Workspace pane to an .AVI movie file.
Export to AVI:
1. Click in the 3D Workspace pane that you want to export.
2. On the 3D ribbon, click Export AVI.
The Export Movie Options dialog box opens.
3. Click to browse to the location where you want to export the file.
4. If you want the file to open after exporting, select the Open exported
movie when complete check box.
5. Choose the desired Compression Codec from the drop-down box.
6. Click Export.

Practice exporting from Polygon
1. Export your saved report to using the different options.
2. Use the Customization options to adjust the format of your exported
report.
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Work with Polygon templates
Templates allow you to reuse report layouts, visualization aspects and
formatting of your reports instead of recreating them each time. Base a
template on an existing report in which the views, report text, hyperlinks,
and formatting are set up in the desired way.
New data is loaded automatically into template placeholders, which you
define. You can also save trial data from a report in specific nonplaceholder nodes. Placeholders correspond to the data tree in the Data
Bar.
For more information, see:
• Create a template, page 59
• Generate a report with a specified template, page 60
• Practice working with templates, page 61
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Create a template
1. Open a report that has trial data already imported or create a blank
report and import data.
2. Ensure that the report on which you want to base the template is
complete and as you want it.
Ensure it includes the required averaged data, arrangement of pane
views, hyperlinks, Text pane formatting and text, and the number of
trials imported.
3. On the Home ribbon, click the arrow under the Save As button, then
from the drop-down menu select Save as Template. (Or on the Quick
Access Bar, click the New Report down arrow.)
4. In the Save As dialog box, browse to the path if you are not already in
the correct location.
5. In the Report Name field, type the name of the template (filename.tpl)
and click Save.
If a dialog box prompts you to create the directory, click Yes.
The Select Placeholders dialog box opens. This dialog box mirrors the
upper portion of the Data Bar in the currently open report and lets you
select the trials and data on which to base your template.
6. Select the placeholders to include, if not already selected.
To include ALL data from a trial, click the check box next to the trial(s)
you want to include.
To include only certain data from a trial, expand the trial node by
clicking the plus sign next to it. Then select the check box next to the
data node that you want to include.
If the report on which you're basing the template includes averaged
data, you don't need to select the check box next to the Averaged node.
The averaged data will already be in place in the template.

 Tip
The Text Files node is for display purposes only and cannot be
used as a placeholder.
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7. Click OK.
Trials that are included in the template are displayed in the lower panel
of the Data Bar.
8. Use the template when you create a new report.

Generate a report with a specified template
When opening a new report, you may want to have Polygon automatically
load a specific template for a given number of marked trials. The Automatic
Template Setup Rules table lets you associate a different template to the
number of marked trials in the Data Manager. This enables Polygon to
search for the required template automatically, rather than selecting files
by hand.
Generate a report that automatically uses a specific report template:
1. On the Home ribbon, click the Template Rules button.
The Automatic Template Rules Setup dialog box opens.
2. Click Add to until the number of desired Files to Import match the
number of trials associated with your template.
3. Double-click the line you just added.
The Open dialog box opens, enabling you to browse to the location of
the template.
4. When you're done, click OK.
Change the template to use:
1. On the Home ribbon, click the Template Rules button.
The Automatic Template Rules Setup dialog box opens.
2. Under Template File Name, select the template to change and then click
Edit.
3. Browse to the location of a new template and click OK.
4. Make sure the template is selected in the Setup dialog box and click OK.
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Discontinue using the template for new reports:
1. On the Home ribbon, click the Template Rules button.
The Automatic Template Rules Setup dialog box opens.
2. Under Template File Name, select the template to discontinue using and
then click Remove.
The template is removed from the list.

Practice working with templates
Part 1
1. Import several files into your report. Use the Data tab to select
averaging options and create an Average node.
2. Create a template using non-placeholders, ie, a template that has
comparative data.
3. Create a template that will automatically average imported trials.
4. Save each report.
5. Test each template.
Part 2
1. Create an automatic template for four trials, two with a good left
nomination in Eclipse and two with a good right nomination.
2. Test!
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Polygon shortcuts
To enable you to speed up your work, Polygon provides these shortcuts:
• General user interface shortcut keys, page 63
• Time Bar shortcut keys, page 65
• Text pane shortcut keys, page 66
• 3D Workspace shortcut keys, page 67
• Graph pane shortcut keys, page 67
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General user interface shortcut keys
Task

Function Key

Polygon Help system

F1

Data Manager

F2

Previous Hyperlink / Slide

F3

Next Hyperlink / Slide

F4

Toggle all tool bars

F5

Toggle Ribbon

F6

Toggle Data Bar

F7

Toggle Time Bar

F8

Toggle Attributes window pinned/unpinned

F9

Toggle Quick Access bar

F10

Toggle Status bar

F11

New report

CTRL + N

New report from template

CTRL + T

Open report

CTRL + O

Save

CTRL + S

Start presentation

CTRL+F5

Import file

CTRL + Q

Print report

CTRL + P
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Task

Function Key

Insert database field

CTRL + D

Run dataview #1

SHIFT + CTRL + 1

Run dataview #2

SHIFT + CTRL + 2

Run dataview #3

SHIFT + CTRL + 3

Run dataview #4

SHIFT + CTRL + 4

Run dataview #5

SHIFT + CTRL + 5

Run dataview #6

SHIFT + CTRL + 6

Run dataview #7

SHIFT + CTRL + 7

Run dataview #8

SHIFT + CTRL + 8

Run dataview #9

SHIFT + CTRL + 9
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Time Bar shortcut keys
Task

Hot Key

Jump to Last Frame in Trial

END

Jump to First Frame in Trial

HOME

Jump Forward 10 Frames

PG-UP

Jump Backwards 10 Frames

PG-DOWN

Play / Pause

SPACE BAR

Play Backwards / Pause

SHIFT + SPACE

Play / Pause

UP ARROW

Play Backwards / Pause

DOWN ARROW

Forward Single Frame

RIGHT ARROW

Backwards Single Frame

LEFT ARROW

Increase Replay Speed by 10%

CTRL + RIGHT ARROW

Decrease Replay Speed by 10%

CTRL + LEFT ARROW

Jump Forward to Next Event

SHIFT + RIGHT ARROW

Jump Backwards to Next Event

SHIFT + LEFT ARROW
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Text pane shortcut keys
Task

Hot Key

Select all

CTRL + A

Copy

CTRL + C

Cut

CTRL + X

Paste

CTRL + V

Bold

CTRL + B

Italic

CTRL + I

Underline

CTRL + U

Insert global hyperlink

CTRL + G

Find

CTRL + F

Replace

CTRL + R

Undo

CTRL + Z

Redo

CTRL + Y
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3D Workspace shortcut keys
Task

Hot Key

Align the Workspace to the X Axis

ALT + X

Align the Workspace to the Y Axis

ALT + Y

Align the Workspace to the Z Axis

ALT + Z

Toggle Follow Selected

ALT + F

Toggle Track Selected

ALT + T

Graph pane shortcut keys
Task

Hot Key

Select All Traces

CTRL + A

Toggle Normalize Graph

ALT + N

Decrease Trace Width

NUMPAD +

Increase Trace Width

NUMPAD -

Average On/Off Toggle

ALT + A
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Polygon ribbons
The ribbons enable you to access Polygon commands that are relevant to
the current stage of the report workflow.
• Home ribbon, page 69
• Report ribbon, page 71
• Data ribbon, page 74
• Presentation ribbon, page 77
• Graph ribbon, page 78
• 3D ribbon, page 82
• Movie ribbon, page 85
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Home ribbon

The Home ribbon provides options for working with report data.
Ribbon option

Description

Data Management
Data

Opens the Data Manager.

Management
Template

Opens the Automatic Template Rules Setup dialog

Rules

box

Documents
New Report

Creates a blank report or a new template.

Open

Opens a new report.

Save

Save the currently open report.

Save As

Save the currently open report with a different
name.

Import
Import File

Imports a file into the report.

Import Video

Imports a video into the report.

Import Web

Imports a web page into the report.

Page
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Ribbon option

Description

Export
Export Report

Exports the report as an uncompressed or
compressed file.

Vicon Motion Systems Ltd.
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Exports the report as a web page.

Export PDF

Exports the report as a PDF file.

Export Word

Exports the report as a Word document.
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Report ribbon

The Report ribbon provides options for working with the Text pane.
Ribbon Option

Description

Slide
Create Slide

Creates a slide to use in Presentation mode.

Hyperlinks
Global Link

Saves the entire screen (all panes) as you have
configured it.

Local Link

Saves the currently selected pane.

Back

Steps back through the hyperlinks you have
selected.

Forward

Steps forward through the hyperlinks you have
selected.

Report Link

Lets you create a hyperlink to a different report.

Text Link

Lets you create a hyperlink to another Text pane.
Text Files

New Text

Creates a new Text pane.

Pane
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Ribbon Option
Text Options

Description
Separate RTF File. Saves the open Text pane as an
RTF file, which can be opened outside of Polygon.
Save Text with Link. Saves the open Text pane
within a Polygon report file (DAT), which can only be
viewed within a Polygon report.

Clipboard
Paste

Pastes the copied/cut text from the Clipboard.

Cut

Cuts selected text.

Copy

Copies selected to the Clipboard.

Delete

Deletes selected text.

Font

Change the font type, size, weight, color, and Text
pane background.

Paragraph

Change text alignment, indents, line spacing, and
add bulleted and numbered lists.

Editing

Vicon Motion Systems Ltd.
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Displays the Find dialog box in the Text pane.

Replace

Displays the Replace dialog box in the Text pane.

Select All

Selects all in the Text pane.
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Ribbon Option

Description

Data Views
Save All

Opens the View Options dialog box, where you can

Panes

save all panes that are currently displayed.

Save Pane

Opens the View Options dialog box, where you can
save the pane that currently has focus.
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Data ribbon

The Data ribbon provides options for working with objects and data in the
Data Bar and Report Workspace.
Ribbon Option

Description

Slide
Create Slide

Creates a slide to use in Presentation mode.

Hyperlinks
Global Link

Saves the entire screen (all panes) as you have set it
up.

Local Link

Saves the currently selected pane.

Back

Steps back through the hyperlinks you have
selected.

Forward

Steps forward through the hyperlinks you have
selected.

Trials
Refresh trial

Reloads the trial you have selected.

Refresh All

Reloads all your trials.

Trials
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Ribbon Option

Description

Statistics
All Trial

Displays the average dialog box to average multiple

Average

trials together.

Within Trial

Averages multiple gait cycles in one trial together.

Average
Musculoskeletal Modeling
Load Subject

Loads a specified musculoskeletal model onto the

Model

subject you have selected.

Save As

Saves any changes you have made to the
musculoskeletal model.

Add Muscle

Lets you manually enter a muscle into your model.

Add Wrap

Lets you manually enter a wrap object into your

Object

model.

Data Stream
Connect

Connects Polygon to the real-time data stream.

Address

The IP address that the real-time stream is
connected to.
Export Data

Export Data

Exports the data selected into a PXD file that can be
imported into another Polygon report.

Export Excel
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Ribbon Option

Description

Data Views
Open View

Open a data view.

Manage

Reorder, rename, or delete views.

Views
Save All

Opens the View Options dialog box, where you can

Panes

save all panes that are currently displayed.

Save Pane

Opens the View Options dialog box, where you can
save the pane that currently has focus.
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Presentation ribbon

The Presentation ribbon provides options for working with presentations.
Ribbon Option

Description

Slide
Create Slide

Creates a slide that will be used in Presentation
mode.

Organize

Displays the Edit dialog box where you can move,

Slides

insert, delete, or jump to slides.

Presentation
Start

Start the presentation.

Back

Steps back through the slides you have created.

Forward

Steps forward through the slides you have created.

Jump To

Displays the Edit dialog box where you can jump to a
specific slide in the presentation.

PowerPoint

Launches PowerPoint and plays imported
PowerPoint files (PPT and PPTX files).
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Graph ribbon

The Graph ribbon provides options for working with data in the Graph pane.
Ribbon Option

Description

Slide
Create Slide

Creates a slide that will be used in Presentation
mode.

Hyperlinks
Global Link

Saves the entire screen (all panes) as you have
configured it.

Local Link

Saves the currently selected pane.

Back

Steps back through the hyperlinks you have clicked.

Forward

Steps forward through the hyperlinks you have
clicked.

Clipboard
Copy

Copies the selection to the clipboard (to scale a
copied image, click the down arrow and drag the
slider).
In Word, to paste a graph as numerical data, press
CTRL+V. To paste a graph as an image, on the Home
ribbon, from the Paste menu select Paste Special.
Then select Picture (Enhanced Metafile).

Copy ASCII

Copies the selection as an ASCII file to the
clipboard.
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Ribbon Option

Description

View
Thumbnails

Toggles between the thumbnail view of the graphs
and the individual view of the graph, and set
thumbnail layout options.

Normalized

Toggles between normalized graph and time graph.

Labels
Numeric

Places an X / Y value marker of the graph that will
follow the Time Bar.

Text

Places a text box on the graph.

Key

Places the name of the trace on the graph.

Traces
Remove

Deletes the trace you select from the graph.

Group Edit

Lets you edit a selected trace or group of traces.
Advanced Group Edit. Opens the Trace Appearance
dialog box, where you can change the formatting
(color, thickness, etc) of the selected traces.

Vicon Motion Systems Ltd.

Average

Average Traces shows the average for that trial on

Traces

the graph.

Phase Plot

Phase Plot creates a phase plot of two traces.

Select All

Selects all the traces in the graph.

Expand

Shows the entire trace on the graph.
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Ribbon Option
Default Cycle

Description
Lets you choose kinematic cycles, kinetic cycles, or
default cycles. The default cycle shows a kinematic
cycle for kinematic graphs and a kinetic cycle for a
kinetic graph.
Ranges

New Range

Lets you create either an event range or an absolute
range that can be displayed on the graph's X-axis.

Edit Ranges

Lets you make changes to the ranges you have
already selected.

Preferences
Normalization

Opens the Normalization Properties dialog box,

Schemes

where you can edit Normalization Schemes

Variable

Lets you edit the default settings that appear with

Ranges

each graph.

Default

Lets you choose the gait parameters that will be

Parameters

automatically calculated when you bring a trial into
your report.

Data Tags
Frame

Adds a Data Tag of the point you select on the graph
displaying the X / Y values of that trace.

Value Range

Adds a Data Tag of the vertical difference between
two selected points.

Time Range

Adds a Data Tag of the time difference between two
selected points.
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Ribbon Option
Slope

Description
Adds a Data Tag of the slope of the trace at a
selected point.

Data Views
Save All

Opens the View Options dialog box, where you can

Panes

save all panes that are currently displayed.

Save Pane

Opens the View Options dialog box, where you can
save the pane that currently has focus.
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3D ribbon

The 3D ribbon allows you to manage and manipulate data in the 3D
Workspace.
Ribbon Option

Description

Slide
Create Slide

Creates a slide to use in Presentation mode.

Hyperlinks
Global Link

Saves the entire screen (all panes) as you have set it
up.

Local Link

Saves the currently selected pane.

Back

Steps back through the hyperlinks you have
selected.

Forward

Steps forward through the hyperlinks you have
selected.

Clipboard
Copy

Copies the image to the Clipboard.

Subjects
Move Subject

Lets you move the subject in the X, Y, or Z position
of the 3D volume. Double-clicking a segment lets
you rotate the subject around the Z-axis.
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Ribbon Option

Description

Camera
Export AVI

Exports a video of the 3D Workspace as you have it
configured.

Follow

When an object is selected (Marker, Segment, Stick),
the Follow option can be activated to cause the
Workspace camera perspective to follow the path of
the selected object.

Track

Attaches a camera to the selected segment and
tracks the segment's moves by changing the
orientation and position of the camera. The selected
segment will be stationary as the other segments
around it move.

Editing
Remove

Remove will remove the selected object.

Create a

Creating a Virtual Point creates a virtual point at a

Virtual Point

selected percent away from two or more markers
along a primary and secondary axis.

Create Stick

Create Stick creates a stick between two selected
markers.

Create Plane

Create Plane creates a plane between three
selected markers.

Tags
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Arrow Tag

Adds an arrow tag to the selection.

Crosshair Tag

Adds a crosshair tag to the selection.

Outline Tag

Adds an outline tag to the selection.
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Ribbon Option

Description

Graphs
XYZ

Creates a graph of the X, Y, and Z positions of each

Components

selected marker.

Distance from

Creates a graph of the distance from the origin for a

Origin

selected marker.

Distance

Creates a graph of the distance between two points.

Between
Angle

Creates a graph of the angle between either three

Between

markers or two sticks.

Projected

When three markers are selected, creates a graph of

Angle

the projected angle between the three points (XYZ)
across time.

Moment

Creates a moment graph.

Meshes
Adjust Mesh

Use tools to Translate, Scale, or Rotate a selected
mesh segment.

Save As

Saves your changes on the mesh to a new file.

Data Views
Save All

Opens the View Options dialog box, where you can

Panes

save all panes that are currently displayed.

Save Pane

Opens the View Options dialog box, where you can
save the pane that currently has focus.
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Movie ribbon

The Movie ribbon provides options for working with movies.
Ribbon Option

Description

Slide
Create Slide

Creates a slide to use in Presentation mode.

Hyperlinks
Global Link

Saves the entire screen (all panes) as you have set
it up.

Local Link

Saves the currently selected pane.

Back

Steps back through the selected hyperlinks.

Forward

Steps forward through the selected hyperlinks.

Clipboard
Copy

Copies selected to the Clipboard.
Data Views

Save All Panes

Opens the View Options dialog box, where you can
save all panes that are currently displayed.

Save Pane

Opens the View Options dialog box, where you can
save the pane that currently has focus.
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